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works 10.impact on the book world 深度阅读 47：personal

capabilities and style 48:doing the right things 49:positive mental

attitude 50:manage themselves 51:trust 52:It could lead to ⋯。 53:It

indicates that⋯。 54:People who have⋯ 55:Slack trade activities 。
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the internet 作文 The way to success What is success? In fact, success

is a positive feeling, it is a state of confidence after we achieve our

ideals So all of us will try our best to get success."If A is a success in

life, then A equals x plus y plus z..Hardworking is x. y is good

methods and z is stop talking and get down to work."It is said by

Einstein, who is used to be a winner of the Nobel Prize. According to

this Wisdom, we known that if we want to do everything successful,



we must follow these ways. When we begin to study, our parents and

teachers always told us to study hard. Hardworking, which is an

useful way to success, is necessary for us. Hardworking, which means

we should try our best to do the things. Besides, if you want to get

success, we not only need hardworking, but also have some useful

methods. If you have some useful methods, you will feel that it is

easier to achieve your goals. What ’ s more, we must stop talking

and get down to work. Success is base on the actions. Actions, may

not let we get success. But if we not action, it can never be successful.

Regardless of the dream is big or small, the goal is high or low, from

now on, swing it into action. In my opinion, if you follow these

important ways to do every things, you will get success at last. 推荐
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